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images. When you choose to ride the Monster, you are not just choosing a bike, but an entire
lifestyle. A desire to experience the exhilaration of naked power from an iconic motorcycle.
Ducati has continued to listen to feed-back from its passionate Monster owners and responded
with a number of subtle changes on the Monster , including a comfort-enhancing 20mm
bar-riser, 43mm Marzocchi front suspension and a new sub-frame ready to accept the
passenger-friendly grab-rail accessory from Ducati Performance. Every finely engineered
element of the chassis and engine is on display, allowing the true beauty of the to be
showcased for all to see. With its thin waistline and wide handlebars, the Monster provides
unrivalled ergonomics by striking a carefully designed balance between performance and
everyday usability that will appeal to a wide range of riders. Race-derived chassis technology
and the proven power and flexibility of the legendary Ducati L-Twin engine, make the Monster
as comfortable in city traffic as on the open road. Riding the The riding position of the Monster
has been specifically designed to put the rider firmly in control. With its low mm Careful
attention to every detail has led to a substantial weight saving, making the Monster the lightest
in its class at an impressive kg lb dry weight. Passenger comfort and safety are also carefully
considered, with neat, under-seat grab handles moulded into the seat unit maximising pillion
security without detracting from the legendary Monster styling. At the rear, a progressive Sachs
monoshock unit provides adjustability in both spring preload and damping. The Brembo brakes
deliver exceptional braking power front and rear, enhancing rider safety. This powerful braking
set-up offers unrivalled feel and feedback that inspires confidence across a broader spectrum
of riding abilities. Riders looking for even more security will benefit from the optional ABS
system. Every carefully selected component of the Monster has a net benefit to the overall light
weight of the machine. The dry weight of kg lb not only enhances manoeuvrability and ease of
use, but also contributes directly to increased performance of both braking and acceleration. Its
bold, high-level twin mufflers not only make a striking style statement, but also provide a
healthy increase in both power and torque and a discrete positioning for two lambda exhaust
gas sensors, crucial for the optimisation of fuelling and emissions. A beautiful single seat cover
creates the clean look of a racing seat and easily unclips to allow room for a passenger while
the neat micro-bikini fairing adds a custom touch to the front end. Options may vary in some
countries. The Monster can be further personalised from a choice of ten additional colour
schemes available within the innovative Monster Art program. The new crankcases hug the
gearbox internals much closer to create a smaller and more compact outer profile and achieve
considerable weight savings over previous cases. At high rpm it would be almost impossible for
the valve to follow the steep closure profile of the cam lobe if it were relying upon a normal
valve spring. With the Desmo system, the valve is closed mechanically with the same accuracy
as it is opened, enabling steep cam profiles and radical cam timings. This system is used on
every single Ducati power unit including our world-beating Superbike and Desmosedici MotoGP
engines. The engine of the Monster is the legendary Desmodue, cc, air cooled, Dual Spark
L-Twin engine whose 80hp gives it that unmistakable Ducati sound. Developed for an incredibly
flexible power delivery, the Desmodromic engine provides enough torque to exit the most
challenging of corners. The impressive torque, typical of the Ducati L-Twin engines, will excite
with every twist of the throttle. The catalytic exhaust system uses an efficient pre-silencer
configuration with twin lambda probes providing finer fuel mapping and Euro 3 conformity. The
dry weight of kgs lb has dramatic effects on not just manoeuvrability and ease of use, but also
by contributing directly to increased performance, braking and acceleration. The GP-style
swingarm is chill-cast using aluminium in its most noble form. Gravity cast and heat treated, the
component achieves the best mechanical characteristics as well as reduced final weight for
improved handling. Lightweight 3-spoke aluminium alloy wheels increase agility and reduce
rider effort. The 3. An immensely strong but light tubular steel Trellis frame with aluminium rear
sub-frame is the visual and structural backbone of the Monster. Delivering unparalleled rigidity
with minimal mass, the chassis design is pure Ducati in its ingenuity and simplicity. A separate,
all aluminium sub-frame saves weight and adds a pleasing continuity with the aluminium
footrest hangers and matte finished swingarm. At the rear, a Sachs monoshock unit with
progressive linkage provide a wide spectrum of both spring and damping settings. The latest in
Brembo braking hardware delivers exceptional braking power front and rear to improve rider
safety. At the front, mm floating discs are gripped by four-piston, radially mounted callipers,
while a mm floating rear disc works in combination with a twin-piston calliper. This powerful
braking set-up offers unrivalled feel and feedback making the safer across a broader spectrum
of riding abilities. The heavily tapered and deeply sculpted fuel tank cover allows maximum
comfort and control. The steering-lock is vastly improved with a useful 64 degrees of
lock-to-lock steering travel. Incredible attention to detail has gone into maximising the effective

steering-lock. The riding position of the Monster has been specifically designed to put you
firmly in control. The seat height is only mm Outstanding grip and unbeatable riding comfort are
ensured by a 43 mm Marzocchi upside down stanchion fork, which provides mm of suspension
travel. Visually simple digital instrumentation provides an array of data on command or, at a
glance, just speed and revs. Information available at your fingertip include: scheduled
maintenance warning, oil temperature, trip odometer, lap time, fuel reserve, warning light for
low oil pressure, turn signals, over-rev warning, immobilizer and neutral warning light. The
instrument display also doubles as a control panel for the activation of the Ducati Data Analyser
DDA system, which is available as an accessory from Ducati Performance. The same plug also
doubles as the connection for a handy new battery charger available as an accessory from
Ducati Performance. The digital display is programmed with a stopwatch function that, when
enabled, can be triggered by using the high-beam flash button and each recorded time stored in
a memory. After your journey or track session, the times or lap times can be recalled from the
memory and scrolled through by using the instrumentation buttons on the left-hand switchgear.
An LED rear light unit satisfies the minimalist, weight-saving design ethos found throughout the
Monster The specially designed strip of LEDs are enhanced by a special diffuser lens to deliver
outstanding light clarity and incredible longevity. For the first time since its debut, the Ducati
Monster is available with ABS anti-lock braking system. The new user-friendly brake and clutch
with 4-point adjustable levers provide easy-to-reach control for all hand sizes. A beautiful single
seat cover creates the clean look of a racing seat. The cover easily unclips to allow room for
your favourite passenger while the neat micro-bikini fairing adds a custom touch to the front
end. The triple-parabola headlight on the Monster utilises the latest optical technology and
advanced construction techniques to provide an incredibly compact lighting package. In spite
of its compact size, the headlight throws a broad and deep beam to provide excellent visibility
and make night riding safer. Viewed from the side, its discrete silhouette mimics the radical
shape of the fuel tank. Every single component has been redesigned and redeveloped so now
more than ever, form follows function. Less weight plus more torque equals fun-filled riding.
Changing the colour and character of any model in the current Monster line-up in just 10
minutes, is the genius of the Monster Art program and a feature that passionately supports the
Monster culture of customisation. Consisting of tank panels, micro-bikini fairing, single-seat
cover and front mudguard, the kits have now become a modern canvas in the world of
motorcycle art and a unique method of Monster personalisation. In Ducati unveiled a new
prototype that was to become an icon. The Monster was a motorcycle that created a truly new
niche â€” dramatically styled, minimalist in stature yet bristling with innovative engineering
solutions. For this reason, rarely do you see two Monsters the same. This radical and refreshing
design departure also influenced other manufacturers but, as the old adage states: imitation is
the highest form of flatteryâ€¦ The Monster is characterised by a long and successful history, by
its introduction during the years of numerous cylinders and uncountable colour options, but
above all by a constant technological evolution that this year brings us to the birth of two new
versions: the Monster and the Monster , representative of a new era of Monster. The Monster
range sees the with a comfort-enhancing 20mm bar-riser, 43mm Marzocchi front suspension, a
new dark stealth and stone white colour scheme with dark chrome handlebar finish and a new
sub-frame ready for the Ducati Performance grab-rail accessory. Launched as an early entry to
model year , the now gets Marzocchi front suspension, while the and S follow the rest of the
range with a new sub-frame ready to accept accessory passenger grab-rails. The latest Monster
family provides a stylish range of lifestyle motorcycles, all available with optional ABS and with
high attention to user-friendly detail. The ABS developed by Ducati and offered as an option on
the entire Monster family is the most sophisticated version available in motorcycling. Designed
to reduce the risk of wheel-lock under heavy braking or when braking in low grip conditions, the
system reads wheel speed data from phonic wheel sensors to detect potential wheel lock. If the
wheel speed differential falls below a specific safety limit, the control unit immediately reduces
the brake system pressure to the appropriate calliper to avoid wheel lock. The pressure
reduction on each individual braking circuit is activated by electronically controlled valves,
which then close as the wheel speed differential moves away from a locking scenario. Monster
frame An immensely strong but light tubular steel Trellis frame with aluminium rear sub-frame is
the visual and structural backbone of all the Monsters. Delivering unparalleled rigidity with
minimal mass, the frame design is pure Ducati in its ingenuity and simplicity and also enables a
very useful 64 degrees of lock-to-lock steering travel. The brand new lightweight aluminium
sub-frame maintains visual continuity with the aluminium footrest hangers and swingarm, and
is designed to accept a passenger-friendly grab-rail kit available from Ducati Performance.
Monster instrumentation Looking clean and minimalist in true Monster style, the brightly
illuminated display provides all essential data by default, and even more by scrolling with the

left-hand switchgear. Data includes speed, revs, time, scheduled maintenance, oil temperature
and battery voltage, while warning lights illuminate for oil pressure, fuel reserve, turn indicators,
high beam and neutral selection. In addition, the instruments present a reserve fuel trip,
immobiliser status and automatic light-off function after 60 seconds with the key on as well as a
memory to store lap times recorded by using the high-beam flash button as a stopwatch. The
display also doubles as a control panel for the activation of the Ducati Data Analyser DDA
system, which is available as an accessory from Ducati Performance. With new models,
accessories and apparel, the Italian motorcycle manufacturer from Bologna is showing a wide
range of new products at this major international show. For this reason we decided to preview
here some of the new products scheduled for , such as the new additions to the Superbike
family with the EVO and SP, and new liveries for the Monster and Streetfighter models. A huge
attendance is expected at the German show and visitors to the Ducati stand are sure to admire
the innovative and ground-breaking Multistrada , which made an immediate impact on the
market upon debut in March The current model will not undergo any changes for , confirming its
proven design and high standard of quality. Important additions to the Ducati Superbike family
are on show in an exclusive preview of the range, including the new EVO which boasts hp and
is equipped with Brembo Monobloc callipers and steering damper. The Streetfighter S looks
impressive in its new colour schemes of red with red frame or diamond black with racing black
frame, both with black wheels. The entry level gets new 43mm Marzocchi forks and enhanced
ergonomics, including 20mm higher handlebars and a new rear sub-frame designed to accept
the user-friendly passenger grab-rail kit available as a Ducati Performance accessory. The
Monster , which was launched in April as an early entry model year , also adopts Marzocchi
front suspension and continues its incredible success. You must be logged in to post a
comment. News Ticker. Naked essentiality When you choose to ride the Monster, you are not
just choosing a bike, but an entire lifestyle. Lightweight crankcases The new crankcases hug
the gearbox internals much closer to create a smaller and more compact outer profile and
achieve considerable weight savings over previous cases. Exhaust system The catalytic
exhaust system uses an efficient pre-silencer configuration with twin lambda probes providing
finer fuel mapping and Euro 3 conformity. Aluminium swingarm The GP-style swingarm is
chill-cast using aluminium in its most noble form. Lightweight 3-spoke wheels Lightweight
3-spoke aluminium alloy wheels increase agility and reduce rider effort. Monster Trellis An
immensely strong but light tubular steel Trellis frame with aluminium rear sub-frame is the
visual and structural backbone of the Monster. Sachs rear suspension At the rear, a Sachs
monoshock unit with progressive linkage provide a wide spectrum of both spring and damping
settings. Brembo brakes The latest in Brembo braking hardware delivers exceptional braking
power front and rear to improve rider safety. Ergonomics The heavily tapered and deeply
sculpted fuel tank cover allows maximum comfort and control. Seat height The riding position
of the Monster has been specifically designed to put you firmly in control. Marzocchi forks
Outstanding grip and unbeatable riding comfort are ensured by a 43 mm Marzocchi upside
down stanchion fork, which provides mm of suspension travel. Stopwatch The digital display is
programmed with a stopwatch function that, when enabled, can be triggered by using the
high-beam flash button and each recorded time stored in a memory. Silencer covers The new
silencer guards feature a longer shape and provide improved heat protection LED taillight An
LED rear light unit satisfies the minimalist, weight-saving design ethos found throughout the
Monster Adjustable levers The new user-friendly brake and clutch with 4-point adjustable levers
provide easy-to-reach control for all hand sizes. Headlight The triple-parabola headlight on the
Monster utilises the latest optical technology and advanced construction techniques to provide
an incredibly compact lighting package. Monster Story In Ducati unveiled a new prototype that
was to become an icon. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total
Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total
Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous
Ducati Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. From its stripped-down styling and tubular trellis frame to its exposed L-twin engine
and large dual exhaust cans, the Monster 's road presence is all about elemental simplicity.
Those raw visual cues recall an era when you could see through motorcycles, and they're
backed up with simple mechanical underpinnings such as an air-cooled engine that
incorporates the same desmodromic valve setup that Ducati has used for decades. The
fuel-injected cc engine produces 87 hp at rpm and 58 lb-ft of torque at rpm, which is relatively
tame compared to all-out, liquid-cooled superbikes. Exhaust from the engine routes through a
setup using an updated heat-shield design, and the powerplant pairs to a six-speed gearbox

through a hydraulically actuated, APTC-style slipper clutch. With its revised flywheel and engine
castings, the 's powerplant is actually lighter than the 's incidentally, maintenance costs have
been reduced thanks to a mile service interval. Up front are non-adjustable mm Showa forks;
canyon carvers and track-day fans will likely find more appeal in the Monster 's fully adjustable
forks. The rear suspension consists of a single-sided swing arm, a visually sexier and more
lightweight arrangement than the dual-sided setup found on the Monster A preload and
rebound-adjustable progressive Sachs monoshock connects the swing arm to the frame,
offering 5. Four-piston, twin mm Brembo brakes are radially mounted to the front wheel, and the
rear wheel gets a two-piston, mm single disc. Instrumentation consists of a MotoGP-inspired
digital display capable of accepting the Ducati Data Analyzer, which is available as an
accessory. This system collects performance dataâ€”including engine rpm, throttle position
and vehicle speedâ€”which can be downloaded to a PC via a USB plug located under the seat. A
few ergonomic tweaks make their debut on the Monster , most notably a tapered aluminum
handlebar that's nearly an inch higher, a seat that has been lowered 0. The saddle has also been
re-sculpted to a flatter shape that doesn't pitch the rider against the tank quite so firmly.
Additionally, a new subframe is now ready for accessory passenger grab rails. When it comes
to riding impressions, Ducatis have always been more about character and personality than
ergonomic perfection, and the Monster certainly fits that moldâ€”though it offers some notable
refinements. Climb aboard a , and there's an immediately perceptible improvement over
previous Monsters; gone is the sensation that your manhood or womanhood is being
endangered by the fuel tank, and the newly found breathing room is a welcome advance in the
realm of rider comfort. Though the handlebar is higher, the Monster 's posture is still stretched
out enough to turn off the sportbike-averse. But for riders who don't mind a moderately
aggressive seating position, the 's rearward foot pegs and forward-mounted grips feel
well-suited to navigating city streets. The L-twin engine starts with a bark that graduates to a
raspier snarl when revved, and the clutch lever engages and releases with little effort. Click the
shifter into gear, and there's a bit of notchiness at the pedal, and an occasional tendency for
false neutrals between fourth and fifth gears when shifts aren't instigated with an authoritative
kick. Off the line and beyond, the Monster responds to throttle twists with eager, aggressive
acceleration that begins with fat low-end torque and resolves with a quick climb toward the rev
limiter. Handling is similarly effortless; though the 's suspension feels less compliant than that
of the , shock transference isn't quite jarring enough to be annoying. Road feel and
responsiveness take precedence over comfort, and while chasing Dakar Rally veteran Beppe
Gualini through Bolognese hillsides, the middle-size Monster proved to be remarkably capable
of flicking into turns, remaining stable mid-corner, and exiting with oodles of torque on hand.
Riders familiar with high-revving sportbikes with inline four-cylinder motors might find the
Monster short-winded with its rpm power peak, but once acclimated to the L-twin's beefy,
low-end powerband, all that's required are judicious upshifts to maintain an uninterrupted flow
of power to the rear wheel. The optional system activated several times during our afternoon of
aggressive riding, but once we were acquainted with its dynamic, it enabled us to brake more
confidently, with the knowledge that our aggressive decelerations wouldn't result in wheel
lockup. The system can be disabled, though it automatically reactivates if the ignition is shut off
and restarted. In an age where sportbikes are capable of outrunning six-figure supercars,
there's a natural temptation to dismiss middleweight bikes as uninspiring underperformers.
That notion may even support the theory that motorcycles like the Ducati Monster are good for
beginnersâ€”though that's a dangerous assumption, considering the bike's responsive
handling and acceleration. This is a capable and attractively priced bike that should appeal to
riders who enjoy the love-'em-or-leave-'em personality traits of Italian motorcycles without the
stigma of an overpowered superbike. It's not the best choice for beginners, but it's a nimble and
powerful performer that gives intermediate riders something to grow into, while also satisfying
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